For energy saving, many attempts were tried in off-highway, highway vehicle and tram .First, we studied SATV vehicle of breakthrough and rescue purpose which is composed of hybrid power line CPS for low speed and MMT for high speed running.
INTRODUCTION
At present, to prevent global earth warming problem, automobile exhaust gas reduction and saving energy are becoming very important problem . In CPS drive, flywheel is adopted .
Detailed discussion of this system is omitted here , because another CPS was introduced in next chapter . Therefore, at this speed ratio, transmission efficiency becomes best .In this time, we selected input split from control purpose.
Manufactured HMT is shown in Fig.3 In the case where flywheel accumulating energy is sufficient in the process of flywheel discharge and absorbing energy, engine is possible to stop to enhance fuel economy.
In the case of engine restart, engine drive FFC is set to the motoring action with simultaneous firing of injector .
In this state, as engine FFC absorbs high pressure oil, pressure of CPS line decreases . Therefore, flywheel rotation is required to be higher than certain limit. 2) By actual running test, braking energy was possible to recuperate in CPS car.
3) By switching valve system FST , simple and effective driving system for tram is possible to realize.
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